
	

	

December	2,	2020	
	
Governor	Kate	Brown	
State	of	Oregon	
	
Director	Colt	Gill	
Oregon	Department	of	Education	
	
VIA	EMAIL	ONLY	
	
Dear	Governor	Brown	and	Director	Gill,		
	
Thank	 you	 for	 your	 tireless	 advocacy	 on	 behalf	 of	 Central	 Oregonians.	 	We	 are	 confident	
that	your	efforts	since	March	have	saved	countless	lives	and	mitigated	the	spread	of	COVID-
19.		Without	your	leadership,	we	would	surely	be	in	an	even	direr	situation.				
	
We	are	writing	to	formally	request	that	you	further	prioritize	in-person	K-12	education	in	
Oregon,	 by	 overhauling	 current	 criteria	 for	 school	 reopening	 to	 recognize	 improved	
scientific	 understanding	 of	 COVID	 spread	 among	 children	 and	 opportunities	 to	 contain	
infection	 through	 screening	 and	 testing.	 Please	 consider	 (1)	 allowing	 elementary	 school	
students	to	return	to	in-person	instruction	on	January	4,	2021,	and	(2)	mobilizing	available	
resources	 over	 the	 next	 30	 days	 toward	 a	 systematic	 testing	 approach	 focused	 on	
testing/screening	 students,	 teachers,	 and	 staff	 who	 choose	 to	 participate	 in	 in-person	
learning	to	prevent	major	outbreaks	in	schools	and	communities.			
	
Our	community,	 like	most	of	Oregon,	 is	encountering	the	darkest	hour	of	 the	pandemic	to	
date.		But	there	is	no	more	important	institution	in	our	community	than	education.		We	see	
this	as	an	opportunity	 to	refocus	on	centralized	proactive	 testing	as	a	way	 forward	out	of	
the	current	phase	of	the	pandemic.	 	Families	and	teachers	have	supported	these	measures	
across	 the	 country.1	 	 This	 is	 a	 dynamic	 public	 health	 crisis.	 	 The	 science	 is	 young	 and	
challenging	 for	us	 as	policymakers	 to	digest	 and	 act	 on	quickly.	 	 But	data	now	 show	 that	
elementary	schools	do	not	significantly	contribute	to	spread	of	COVID-19.2		
	
To	that	end,	we	ask	that	you:	
	

• Centralize	 and	 emphasize	 community	 testing	 of	 students,	 teachers,	 and	 staff	 at	
elementary	 schools,	 striving	 to	 match	 or	 exceed	 New	 York	 City	 Department	 of	
Education	 goals	 of	 testing	 20%	 of	 students,	 teachers,	 and	 staff	 who	 choose	 to	
participate	in	in-person	school	on	a	monthly	basis.		

• Open	 K-5	 elementary	 schools	 on	 January	 4,	 2021,	 independent	 from	 county	 test	
positivity	or	county	case	rate,	in	consultation	with	public	health	authorities.		

• Allocate	 and	 advocate	 for	 funding	 to	 ensure	 schools	 are	 as	 safe	 as	 possible	 for	
children	and	safe	workplaces	for	teachers	and	staff,	including	ensuring	that	schools	
have	the	funding	necessary	to	reduce	class	sizes	in	order	to	meet	spacing	and	other	
health	and	safety	requirements	and	funding	for	solutions	and	measures	for	teachers	
and	staff	unable	to	work	in	the	classroom.			

																																																								
1	https://twitter.com/UFT/status/1333178897521729538?s=20	
2	See	attached	Letter	of	Dr.	Kate	Broadman	of	October	13,	2020,	compiling	data;	
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/29/nyregion/schools-reopening-partially.html		(“mounting	
evidence	has	shown	that	elementary	schools	in	particular	can	be	relatively	safe,	as	long	as	strict	
safety	protocols	are	followed.”)	



	

	

• Continue	and	strengthen,	as	needed,	science-based	restrictions	and	contact	tracing	
on	 gatherings,	 businesses,	 and	other	 sources	 of	 the	 spread	of	 COVID-19	 that	 have	
resulted	in	significant	outbreaks.		

• Implement	measures	to	ensure	older	children	can	return	to	school	safely	as	soon	as	
possible	after	January	4,	2021.		

• Prioritize	 opportunities	 for	 vaccination	 for	 teachers	 and	 staff	 as	 vaccines	 become	
available.			
			

Kids	 from	 all	 backgrounds	 are	 suffering	 disproportionately	 from	 the	 lack	 of	 in-person	
education.	 	 But	 school	 closures	 are	 exacerbating	 the	 privilege	 gap,	 which	 is	 particularly	
concerning	in	communities	like	ours,	where	we	struggle	to	serve	our	most	vulnerable	kids	
and	 families.	 	Workers	 and	 small	 businesses	 and	 families	who	 depend	 on	 them	will	 also	
continue	to	struggle	if	we	fail	to	open	schools,	both	now	(as	parents	stay	home	to	teach	their	
children)	and	 in	 the	 future	 (as	we	 fail	 to	adequately	educate	a	generation	of	Oregonians).		
Solving	the	current	and	growing	economic	crisis	hinges	on	whether	we	can	meet	the	current	
public	health	crisis.		
	
You	have	been	presented	with	an	exceedingly	difficult	situation	and	led	us	admirably.	 	We	
owe	 it	 to	Central	Oregon	children	and	teachers	 to	act	on	the	data	now	available	 to	us—to	
pivot	 from	 “treating	 schools	 like	 they	 are	 uniquely	 dangerous,	 when	 in	 fact	 they	 are	
uniquely	 essential.”3	 	 We	 are	 confident	 that	 working	 together,	 if	 this	 effort	 proves	
misguided,	we	can	nimbly	adapt	as	Oregonians	have	done	throughout	this	pandemic.		Thank	
you	for	your	leadership.					
	
Sincerely,		
	
	
Sally	Russell,	Mayor	of	Bend	
Anthony	Broadman,	Bend	City	Councilor-elect		
Melanie	Kebler,	Bend	City	Councilor-elect	
Megan	Perkins,	Bend	City	Councilor-elect		
Rita	Schenkelberg,	Bend	City	Councilor-elect	
Gena	Goodman-Campbell,	Bend	City	Councilor	
Justin	Livingston,	Bend	City	Councilor	
Bruce	Abernethy,	Bend	City	Councilor	
Chris	Piper,	Bend	City	Councilor	
Bill	Moseley,	Bend	City	Councilor	
Barb	Campbell,	Bend	City	Councilor	
Phil	Chang,	Deschutes	County	Commissioner-elect		
Rep.	Cheri	Helt,	HD	54	
Carrie	Douglass,	Chair,	Bend-La	Pine	School	Board		
Amy	Tatom,	FNP,	Bend-La	Pine	School	Board	
Caroline	Skidmore,	Bend-La	Pine	School	Board	
Julie	Craig,	Bend-La	Pine	School	Board	
Shimiko	Montgomery,	Bend-La	Pine	School	Board					
Katy	Brooks,	CEO,	Bend	Chamber	
	

																																																								
3	Id.	at	1.		



	
	
	
	
	
	

Attachment	1	
	

October	13,	2020,	Letter	



Dear	Governor	Brown,	Superintendent	Gill,	and	OHA	Director	Allen,	
	
		I	am	writing	as	a	pediatrician	to	express	my	grave	concern	regarding	the	severe	
harm	to	Oregon’s	children	from	prolonged	school	closures	and	to	plead	with	you	to	
think	seriously	about	these	harms	as	you	weigh	potential	changes	to	our	state’s	
school-reopening	metrics.		As	a	physician,	I	believe	strongly	in	public	health	
measures	to	mitigate	the	risk	of	COVID-19	to	our	communities;	but	as	an	advocate	
for	children,	it	pains	me	to	see	misguided	measures	such	as	this	that	cause	
irreparable	harm	to	so	many	children	with	little	benefit.		We	are	treating	schools	
like	they	are	uniquely	dangerous,	when	in	fact	they	are	uniquely	essential.		We	owe	
it	to	children	and	teachers	to	do	better.	
	
		As	you	know,	with	any	public	health	measure,	we	must	weigh	risks	and	benefits.		In	
the	case	of	school	closures,	that	analysis	simply	does	not	hold	up	in	favor	of	keeping	
schools	closed.		The	ongoing	harm	is	severe,	not	just	educationally,	but	in	terms	of	
both	mental	and	physical	health	–	social	isolation,	increased	anxiety	and	depression	
(even	leading	to	suicidal	thinking	or	suicide	attempts),	lack	of	access	to	adequate	
nutrition	and	to	safe	places/	people.		Every	day	in	the	office,	I	hear	how	my	patients	
and	their	families	are	suffering,	including	the	parents	who	are	also	teachers	
struggling	to	manage	their	jobs	remotely;	but	what	truly	terrifies	me	is	that	the	kids	
who	are	likely	to	be	suffering	the	most	(from	abuse,	neglect,	and	other	issues)	are	
often	not	even	being	seen.			
	
		Meanwhile,	the	potential	benefits	of	school	closure	in	terms	of	controlling	the	
COVID-19	pandemic	are	likely	to	be	quite	small.		There	is	growing	evidence	that	
schools	can	be	opened	safely,	without	significant	risk	to	teachers	and	staff,	or	
significant	risk	of	increasing	community	spread1.		Numerous	European	countries	
reopened	months	ago	with	hygiene	measures	in	place	that	are	similar	to	those	
proposed	by	our	state	and	have	found	no	corresponding	increase	in	infections2;	
similarly,	schools	in	many	US	states	have	now	been	open	for	several	weeks	without	
a	corresponding	surge	in	infections.3,4,5		So	far,	data	shows	that	school	infection	
patterns	for	K-12	tend	to	mirror	what	is	happening	in	the	community	at	large,	
rather	than	contributing	to	spread.		There	is	the	additional	consideration	of	what	
kind	of	COVID-19	virus	spread	we	might	actually	be	causing	when	schools	are	
closed,	and	families	instead	resort	to	unregulated	homeschool	“pods”	and	informal	
childcare	arrangements	where	the	type	of	hygiene	measures	that	have	been	so	
successful	in	other	countries	are	not	being	implemented.		Because	of	this	lack	of	
oversight	of	those	situations,	I	would	suggest	that	there	is	likely	a	significant	degree	
to	which	school	closures	might	increase	rather	than	decrease	viral	spread.	
	
		Currently	in	my	home	county	of	Deschutes,	adults	can	visit	bars,	gyms,	and	nail	
salons,	and	kids	can	attend	indoor	play	areas	and	trampoline	zones,	not	to	mention	
childcare	in	their	actual	school	building.		Yet	the	one	service	that	remains	closed	–	
that	we	are	treating	as	an	after-thought	–	is	education.		This	is	a	completely	
backwards	and	is	a	catastrophic	disservice	to	our	students	and	teachers.		There	are	
numerous	documented	examples	throughout	the	country	of	outbreaks	linked	to	



restaurants	and	bars.6	Our	state	cites	a	lack	of	evidence	of	outbreaks	related	to	
restaurant	or	bars	in	Oregon	as	the	basis	for	inaction,	but	in	fact	our	state	is	not	
contact-tracing	patients’	visits	to	these	places	–	if	you	don’t	look	for	it,	you	certainly	
won’t	find	it.			Meanwhile,	schools	remain	closed	without	any	evidence	to	suggest	
they	would	be	high-risk.	
	
		I	feel	we	have	two	options	now	as	a	state,	if	we	truly	believe	in	education	as	a	right	
for	all	Oregon	children.		We	must	either	set	achievable	metrics,	in	which	schools	are	
not	held	to	a	different	metric	than	every	other	aspect	of	society	(perhaps	mirroring	
what	Washington	and	California	have	done,	with	county	case	thresholds	of	75	cases	
per	100,000	population	per	week	in	Washington7,	or	49	cases	per	100,000	per	week	
in	California8);	OR	we	must	treat	schools	as	a	priority	by	closing	nonessential	
services	like	bars	and	beauty	salons	until	schools	can	open.		Otherwise,	we	endanger	
the	potential	of	an	entire	generation	of	children.	
	
Sincerely,	
Kate	Broadman,	MD	
Bend,	Oregon	
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